Ford eec relay problems

This page is for personal, non-commercial use. The ECM, or electronic control module , is the
computer responsible for controlling all of the engine management functions. It is the central
control unit of most vehicles and controls a variety of functions, such as electrical system
power distribution, emissions, ignition, and fuel systems. It is a very important, if not the most
important component of a modern engine management system, and just the same as any other
important electrical component it is powered through a relay. If the relay fails, or has any issues
, it can cause the vehicle to have all sorts of problems, and may even render it undriveable.
Usually a problem with the ECM power relay will produce a few symptoms that can alert the
driver of a problem that should be serviced. One of the first symptoms of a problem with the
ECM power relay is no power when the key is inserted. If the ECM power relay fails it can cut off
power to the entire vehicle. A failed relay will disable the dash lights and warning chimes that
normally come on when the key is inserted into the ignition, and will probably be unable to start
or turn over the vehicle. Another common symptom of a problem with the ECM power relay is
an engine that will not start or turn over. The fuel and ignition systems, as well as several other
engine management functions, of many vehicles are controlled by the ECM. A bad relay may
cause the vehicle to crank, but not start , or sometimes not even crank at all. A failed ECM
power relay can also cause a battery drain or dead battery. If the relay shorts it can leave power
on to the computer, even when the vehicle is turned off. This will place a parasitic drain on the
battery, which will eventually cause it to go dead. Without it the entire engine management
system will be disabled and the vehicle will not run. For this reason, if you suspect that your
ECM power relay may be having an issue, have the vehicle inspected by a professional
technician, such as one from YourMechanic, to determine if the relay should be replaced. This
article originally appeared on YourMechanic. Autoblog is partnering with YourMechanic to bring
many of the repair and maintenance services you need right to you. Get service at your home or
office 7 days a week with fair and transparent pricing. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads
are also how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our
stories free for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our
site, we promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading
Autoblog. Share 0 Comments. No power when the key is inserted One of the first symptoms of a
problem with the ECM power relay is no power when the key is inserted. Engine will not start
Another common symptom of a problem with the ECM power relay is an engine that will not
start or turn over. Battery drain or dead battery A failed ECM power relay can also cause a
battery drain or dead battery. Ownership repairs relays. Sign in to post. X Sign in to post Please
sign in to leave a comment. View More. Thank You Thanks for subscribing. Check your in-box to
get started. Sign Up More Info. We notice you're using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing
Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to disable adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your
Adblocker in your browser. A drop down menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for
autoblog. The exact text will differ depending on the actual application you have running.
Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off your
adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few seconds. You must be logged in to perform
that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow
the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. Please enter a display name.
Cancel Change Name. What's New? Log in. Remember Me? Symptoms of faulty EEC Relay????
Results 1 to 22 of Hi guys, 86 GT 5sp I just noticed it the other day driving - for a half a second
or less, the car quit, gauge needles flickered down to zero, and then it came back. Driving last
night, car doesn't want to stay running, runs perfectly fine, then boom, like I shut off the
ignition, dies, then comes back to life. Luckily, I was close to home so I let it cool down for 2
mins and limped it home. Letting it idle in my driveway, it would intermittently act like there was
no power I heard my Fuel Pump relay clicking, and then opened the hood and heard my WOT
Cutoff relay clicking as well when the car would "miss". I've never had an EEC relay problem, so
I don't know if these symptoms are normal. Aside from EEC relay, what could cause this odd
situation? Check the ignition switch lately? And a 1-of Deep Blue Pearl Marauder 4. If that's
good, then I'd suspect the pick up in the distributor. Over , miles driven in Four Eyes, and over ,
in Fox Body cars. Swapped in new EEC relay, let it warm up for 20 mins, took it for a 10 minute
drive, no problems. It's idling where it "was" again, too. When I was experiencing problems,
when it would stay running, it idled around like , which sounds awesome with my cam, but not
where it should be. New relay and it's idling at and drove around perfect. Would dizzy pickup
affect all of my relays clicking on and off? Dunno if that's also true for the compressor clutch
relay. I would check to see if the voltage to the EEC is not dropping out. If you can set up a volt
meter to monitor battery volts as you drive,like at the cigarette lighter or a point that is easy to
connect to. Ray 86 Mustang LX 3. Used to own 08 Magnum The Roadie Wagon Too many.
Monitoring is always a good tip, but it's not as simple as hanging off the cigarette lighter socket.

Our cars don't have a single power feed, other than the battery itself. So it's necessary to
identify which feed we need to monitor, and connect the meter there. In the case of the ECU and
fuel pump, those are each on their own dedicated power feed, with the ECU relay controlled by
the ignition switch, which is on yet another power feed. None of these are shared with the feed
for the always-on accessories, such as the cigarette lighter. I think it's a moot point now, but
being as I try to never replace parts that I haven't proven are failing, I definitely would have
hung a meter on the output side of the EEC relay, and worked back from there. Originally
Posted by JACook. Brad '79 Mercury Zephyr ES 5. Problem persists. Though it was fixed, drove
it to a town about 30 mins away, got back, cruising around my home town and it intermittently
cut out again and would come right back to life just like last time. I know the fact that the fuel
pump stays on when it finally "dies" is a sign, even though I can hear it intermittently cut out for
a split second several times after the car isn't running anymore. I'm out of town now so won't be
able to mess with it until tomorrow, but I'm going to monitor the EEC's voltage for a while until
the problem comes back so I know where to look. I have to do some more reading before I know
if the dizzy is a potential culprit. I have a perfectly good Motorcraft from a running car setting in
the garage if so. Battery voltage is good, and the fact that the AC WOT relay is "clicking" at the
same time as my fuel pump relay tells me it's not specific to the fuel pump relay. Last edited by
rock; at AM. The fuel pump should not keep running for more than a couple seconds when the
engine dies. So it sounds like the ECU is continually going through it's prime cycle. This could
be an ECU failure, but you definitely need to check that it's always getting the volts it needs.
And while you're checking the power feed to the ECU, don't forget to also check the ground,
which is the single-wire pigtail at the negative battery cable. It's not like the fuel pump is
predictably going through the prime cycle if that's what you meant. It will run after the car dies,
and sporadically it will click off for a fraction of a second and then click back on. The time
between the click-offs isn't predictable or in a pattern, it's sporadic. I have found, though, that
the problem happens when the car is warm. I get off work here in 40 mins and I'll hook up a volt
meter to the computer power, install my Motorcraft dizzy, and see what happens. Computer
voltage from pins 37 and 57 is good, replaced dizzy with Motorcraft unit with newer TFI it had on
it. Ran it for about a half hour to 45 mins, beat the heck out of it several times to , let it idle, get
up to operating temp for a while, it ran good. Also checked computer ground by the EEC as well
as one by battery, made sure they were making good contact with bare metal, and made sure
the quick disconnect plug was making good contact within. Time will tell if it's fixed! Originally
Posted by rock It's not like the fuel pump is predictably going through the prime cycle if that's
what you meant With the car running and driving, the voltage at pin 37 and 57 was right at I
know 37 and 57 provide power for other things, but the computer has to be getting enough
power to give the correct voltages there, right? Putting the battery on a 6 amp charge overnight
to make sure a low battery isn't causing this. Today, the problem came back. Drove to the gym
for ball, car sat 2 hours while I played, came back out, started my car up, drove off the lot, and it
sputtered and died, not like a stalling, like some connector is grounding out or something. I'd
give it gas and it'd fire here and there, but wouldn't maintain RPM. Tach would bounce between
the RPM it was trying to maintain and zero, like instantaneously twitching between 2k RPM and
0 as if someone unplugged my tach intermittently. All the while I'm hearing my fuel pump and
WOT relay clicking. Finally got it to start and drive right, bam - drove like normal, nice and
smooth. Got home and turned it off, and turned the key back on not start, just the ON position
and the fuel pump kept running, and clicking off here and there. Then turned off and on again,
and it primed like normal. Did this about 50 more times and it primed like normal every time. I'm
beyond stumped. Sounds like a loose connector but I have no idea what to check. Ignition
switch? Wow, helping the neighbors grandson with a very similar problem car. Amazingly
similar PITA. Will probably replace the two before mentioned relays one at a time, of course
tomorrow. Dang it Back soon. Acted up again upon start up. Got so desperate to fix it, pulled
chip that it has the tune stored on , squeezed the terminals together a bit female and reinstalled
it. Started up great, ran, after several shut offs and re-starts, went to a local joint for one beer,
started up after - still ran perfect. At this point, not counting my chickens until it runs for 2
weeks flawlessly. I will report if it acts up again. I would just like to also say if your fuel pump is
having a hard time shutting off or turning on there could be carbon buildup on the inside
terminals of your fuel pump relay that weld themselves together if to high of a current is being
presented. Chances are this is not it as you would have probably walked out to a dead battery
by now. Easy way to check if it happens just tap the relay with a screwdriver or solid object and
it should free the points and if that works just buy a new relay. In my 90 thunderbird it's in the
trunk next to the fuel inertia cutoff switch. Had a similar problem with my Ranger. Replaced both
relays. They work together. Fuel pump and PCM. Was part of the problem. Internal arcing due to
loose connections slowly ruined them? They were working their way out of the sockets due to

bumpy roads. Remove and reseat. Ran fine for a while. Random engine quit but would restart.
One day, when going across a bad section of road, truck acted up. Check engine flash. The
relays again? Either one or the other or both. Push down, all was well. Added camper foam tape
inside the cover to press down the relays. The foam tape eliminated the gap between the top of
the relays and the bottom of the box cover. Now they stay seated. No more problems since. As
anticlimactic as it seems, my last solution was the final one. Ground out the metal case some
more around the chip opening, cleaned all terminals, no problems driving to the moon and back
and track for going on 3 years now. Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk. Knowing what I know
now - the block to body flex strap ground cables wears out over time and without any
predictable interval. My sons GT ragtop has K and his is shot. My car has K and it's just fine - go
figure. You can bet I'm adding a cable to mine and rewiring it the next chance I get. Ground from
battery to front of engine cover like is stock but then add from front cover bolt to core support
or K member. Cut out the wires from stock fender ground connector for the weird 4 wire smash
connector. Add a loop connector and a second nut to the negative lead. Crimp then solder in a
new heavy wire. Trim the new wire at the 4 wire smashup, wrap the wires together with an
oversized crisp then solder. I used another loop connector I cut into a C then brought down to
tension and soldered the hell out of it. Last edited by erratic50; at AM. Your sub 12 second,
mph, plus rwhp machine suffers from Ford being smart enough to power up parts of the ECU
from different sources. Nothing anti climatic about doing that with stock Ford parts and TFS
heads. The Aussie Ford modification groups have found the EEC a very tough nut to crack due
to the low voltages that can upset the whole module. It's no Delco P4 Cal Pac. Most issues are
compounding earthing issues. As long as the capacitors aren't burnt out, you have to go
through the earths. Explorers and Rangers are simply the worst for earths being faulty right
from the factory. After a few years of duty, so are Foxes, but there is a lot more info, and if we
get fed up, people do rewire or drab another ECM. Fuel pump earthing is a special Explorer
problem due to 5 white box fuel pumps in a hard to get to fuel tank. Same issue applies with the
variations in transmission controllers on 4 and 5 stage auto cars. Your US industry has all the
answers! I have a wonderfull bunch of guys who do my US vehicle services, and almost had the
business owner running for cover when I dropped of my Green XLT 4. He said that thing had
cost him three days of fault finding after a 5R55 geabox repacment. He said the pinouts
connected, but the transmiussion wouldn't take over drive and had sporadic other problems
which resulted in him pulling it out, and sourcing another replacment just to get it "out of his
hair" I found in 5 minutes a problem that this very cleaver guy had delt with for five years on an
Explorer just like mine Ford does little changes, and sometimes, certain batcjhes suffer some
really big problems that you don't find in TSB, EVTM's, but you do find with people on forums
that talk with each other. Thanks for the advice! Last edited by xctasy; at AM. All rights
reserved. Change site's color scheme just above here. Connect With Us. Electronic Control
Assembly , but also supplies power to the fuel injectors, the fuel pump relay, and a few other
emissions related solenoids. If the EEC Power Relay has already been replaced, you can still
recognize it by its brown colored connector. Just in case you've ever wondered what the heck
the acronym E. For your cross reference information, this article will help you test the following
EEC Power Relays:. Each of the 4 circuits wires of the EEC Power Relay has a specific job to do
and these job descriptions are:. This is no big deal, since the circuit descriptions are the same.
As you can see it's nothing too complicated and testing the EEC Power Relay isn't complicated
either and I'll show you how in the next couple of pages. Ford Ignition System Circuit Diagram
4. All Tutorials: 4. Outside the gilded cage This material may not be reproduced without the
author's consent. As an Amazon Associate, I may earn a small commission from qualifying
purchases from the Amazon product links from this website. Your purchase helps support my
work in bringing you real diagnostic testing information to help you solve the problem on your
vehicle. Page 1 Page 2 Page 3. Wire Piercing Probe This tool is a time saver of the first order. To
see what this tool looks like, click here: Wire Piercing Probe. Jumper Wires You'll need two of
them with alligator clips on both ends you can make these yourself. Applies To:. Ford Vehicles:
Aerostar , , , , , , Bronco , , , , , , , , , , , Bronco II , , , , , , , , , , , Ford Vehicles: Country Squire , , , ,
Crown Victoria E, E, E, E , , , , , , , , , , , , Ford Vehicles: Escort , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , Explorer , F, F,
F, F , , , , , , , , , , , , Ford Vehicles: Mustang , , , , , , , , , , , , Ranger , , , , , , , , , Ford Vehicles:
Taurus , , , , , , , , , Tempo , , , , , , , , , , Ford Vehicles: Thunderbird , , , , , , , , , Lincoln Vehicles:
Continental , , , , , , , , , , , , , , Lincoln Vehicles: Town Car , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , Mercury Vehicles:
Cougar , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , Mercury Vehicles: Grand Marquis , , , , , , , , , , , Lynx , , , , , , Mercury
Vehicles: Marquis , , , , , , Sable , , , , , , , , , Mercury Vehicles: Topaz , , , , , , , , , , Tracer , , , , , , , , ,
, Do NOT follow this link or you will be banned from the site! Hate Spam. In this test section,
you're gonna' check that the EEC Power Relay is outputting the voltage it gets from the wire
labeled with the number 4. CASE 1: 10 to 12 Volts registered on your multimeter. Make sure that

you're testing the correct wire. If you still don't get any voltage to register on your multimeter,
then the next step is to check that the EEC Power Relay is getting a good Ground on the wire
labeled with the number 1. For this test, go to: TEST 4. In this test section, we're gonna' test
circuit 1 but there are some very important precautions you have to take:. This is the normal
and expected test result and it confirms that the low current circuit is getting Ground. Make sure
that you're probing the correct wire and repeat the test one more time. In layman's terms, this
means that the wire is cut somewhere between it and Ground. What I suggest you do, is to
Ground this wire using a jumper cable or wire and repeat the test with the jumper wire providing
a Ground, you should be able to repeat TEST 3 and pass it successfully. Well, you've come to
the end of the article. It's my sincere hope the info helped and you were able to either eliminate
the EEC Power Relay as bad or that you were able to condemn it as bad! I know this article is
pretty narrow in its focus so if there's any info you'd like to share with the rest of us out here in
internet land , you can use the contact form below. Sharing your diagnostic and repair
experience not only improves this article, but also helps anyone else with the same symptoms
or problems. Ford Ignition System Circuit Diagram 4. All Tutorials: 4. This material may not be
reproduced without the author's consent. As an Amazon Associate, I may earn a small
commission from qualifying purchases from the Amazon product links from this website. Your
purchase helps support my work in bringing you real diagnostic testing information to help you
solve the problem on your vehicle. Page 1 Page 2 Page 3. If this info really saved the day, buy
me a beer! Applies To:. Ford Vehicles: Aerostar , , , , , , Bronco , , , , , , , , , , , Bronco II , , , , , , , , ,
, , Ford Vehicles: Country Squire , , , , Crown Victoria E, E, E, E , , , , , , , , , , , , Ford Vehicles:
Escort , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , Explorer , F, F, F, F , , , , , , , , , , , , Ford Vehicles: Mustang , , , , , , , , , , ,
, Ranger , , , , , , , , , Ford Vehicles: Taurus , , , , , , , , , Tempo , , , , , , , , , , Ford Vehicles:
Thunderbird , , , , , , , , , Lincoln Vehicles: Continental , , , , , , , , , , , , , , Lincoln Vehicles: Town
Car , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , Mercury Vehicles: Cougar , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , Mercury Vehicles: Grand
Marquis , , , , , , , , , , , Lynx , , , , , , Mercury Vehicles: Marquis , , , , , , Sable , , , , , , , , , Mercury
Vehicles: Topaz , , , , , , , , , , Tracer , , , , , , , , , , Do NOT follow this link or you will be banned
from the site! Hate Spam. By ahardb0dy , October 1, in WD21 Pathfinders. So, my buddy
brought his 87 F over Thursday after work so we could check some stuff, I fixed the problem it
had of not shutting off with the key but than the truck would not start so long story short I told
him he could take my pathfinder home. I went to start the PF and it wouldn't start, finally got it to
start, shut it off a few times and it restarted every time so off he went, next morning PF wouldn't
start for him. So now his Ford is stuck at my house and my PF is stuck at his. Yesterday
replaced all his battery cables and starter solenoid and finally got the F started and he drove it
home, this morning he got dropped off by his room mate, the ford started but the starter would
not dis-engage, PF still would not start. After work we drove to his house and replaced the
solenoid and I swapped out the Ford EEC relay with a regular relay, truck started and even shut
off but cranks really slow. My PF wouldn't start so I had my buddy hold the key to crank and one
tap of the starter with the jack rod and it started right up, we drove both vehicles back to my
house. The starter in my PF was swapped to the new JDM engine from the old engine and the
previous owner had swapped the engine with a junk yard one before I bought it so no idea how
old it is,. My PF started doing the click click thing about a year ago and I did the relay mod and it
has started the first try ever since. My question is should I try just replacing the solenoid or just
replace the whole starter? Would the solenoid be what is causing the starter not to do
anything? All the Nissans I have owned, if the starter has given me problems, its always been
the solenoid. A 94 Hardbody I just kept a long piece of metal in the bed, and if didnt start, I'd just
thump the solenoid and it would fire right up. That being said, I normally just swapped the
starter, because up until the Pathfinder, they were always super easy to change. That's why I
was asking, I figure the solenoid is what controls the starter motor and tapping it makes the
starter turn so wondered if replacing the solenoid might fix the problem. I don't know what is
actually wrong. If I feel ambitious today I may pull the starter and take it apart. Not looking
forward to pulling the starter, last time I removed one was in my 87 hardbody that had a body lift
and the first time I removed it I know it took about an hour, the 2nd and 3rd time it was a lot
quicker. Don't remember if I removed the oil filter I don't think I did. The starter in my sentra was
doing the same thing and I pulled it out and took it apart,cleaned everything and it has worked
fine ever since. Positive cable is clean and tight. Checked output of alternator, With engine off
battery has about 13 volts. Did you do a load test on the battery? Local parts store should be
able to do one for free for you. Could be the starter, but if you have resistance somewhere in the
wires it will decrease the current to the starter, making it turn slowly. I'm going to try jumping it
with my car to see if the extra voltage makes it crank any faster. I'll have to call the local auto
parts store to see if the can load test the battery, if not I'll have to borrow the tester from the
mechanic at work Tuesday. If the starter sounds tired, and the problem is intermittent, and the

good ol' "tap it with the jack handle trick" works my guess is the starter motor needs to be
replaced. I'm planning to do a write up when ever I get a chance to do this but could be a while
so I'll try to explain. The solenoid on your starter does two things. It has a large contact plate
that connects the battery voltage to the starter motor and it pushes the bendix out to engage the
flywheel. With the contact plate next to the engine and exhaust it gets really hot, the extra heat
increases resistance. When the contact plate gets worn down sometimes it doesn't hit the
contacts with enough pressure to complete the circuit and you just hear the click. The solution
is to move the contact plate away from the engine using a ford solenoid like you just changed
on your buddy's truck. You will have to go from your battery to the ford solenoid then to the
second terminal on the starter, the one that the power comes out of the solenoid and into the
starter motor. This will activate the starter motor but you still need to activate the solenoid to
push the bendix out. Run a small 14 gage wire from the large terminal you just connected on the
starter to the small terminal on the solenoid where the factory wire goes to activate it. Now
when the ford solenoid kicks off it will activate the solenoid on the starter and send full voltage
to the starter motor. Since you already did the relay mod you can leave all your wiring in place.
Just add a 4 gauge cable to the second terminal of the starter solenoid and run a wire from your
relay mod to the ford solenoid to activate it. I wanted to try this on my parts truck to make sure
it works on a nissan it's a popular chevy mod and post pictures but if you understand the
principle you should be able to make it work. Thanks for the reply, after thinking about what you
said and trying to picture it I found this diagram, I edited it to eliminate stuff that doesn't apply
to the Nissan:. You want the wire from the OUTPUT of the ford solenoid to go to the terminal on
the starter that is labelled for the main OUTPUT of the stock solenoid and then a jumper from
there to stock solenoid to get it to push the pinion out. Not sure if that is what your diagram is
saying I guess the wire coming out of the ford solenoid would go to the stud labeled "out to
starter" in the pic below with a jumper to the small wire in the plug on the nissan solenoid, that
way the starter and solenoid trigger get power directly from the ford solenoid bypassing the
stock solenoid, right? In some sense this is just a "bigger relay mod" where instead of using a
small relay to "amplify" the signal to the nissan solenoid, you just use another solenoid as a
"big relay" to "amplify" the signal to the starter. From what I read on another forum where there
was a big discussion about this, as far as with the Chevy's they say that heat soak is a problem
and the Ford solenoid which is more a relay than a solenoid , uses less power to open than
does the original solenoid. I also saw this mod done with power from the battery going to the
input of the ford solenoid than power going to the starter from the hot side of the ford solenoid,
than they connect a smaller wire from the output of the ford solenoid to the starter. This way the
starter always has voltage to it and the ford solenoid relay when triggered sends power to the
stock solenoid on the starter to engage it allowing the vehicle to start. ANYWAY, about an hour
ago, I hooked my jumper cables up to the battery in the PF from my sentra and when I started
the PF it definitely cranked faster, so would that now indicate a problem with the battery? The
battery is almost 2 years old, purchased ,. I'm actually surprised the solenoids are so small
considering they have to be able to handle hundreds of amps. This is just a random side
comment. As for cranking faster with it jumped Try disconnecting the PF battery from the
system and starting just from the Sentra battery. I can't find the receipt for the battery so
tomorrow I'm going to call the store to see if they can look it up, if they will replace the battery
I'm going to try that first. If it still cranks slow or gets stuck I'll pull the starter and take it apart
and clean everything. I did that on my sentra's starter and it has been fine ever since. Thats
exactly what it is. This way the solenoid at the starter is not transferring power to the starter any
more only pushing out the bendix to engage the flywheel. The ford solenoid is transferring the
power to turn the starter motor. The large cable would go on the "out to starter" terminal. The
other diagram looks like it is connected where the battery cable originally goes so it would be
using both solenoids. The only advantage to that setup would be to not have the battery cable
at the starter hot all the time for short reasons. This setup is usually used if moving the battery
to the trunk. If the large cable from the trunk to the front of the car shorts to the frame your car
won't catch fire. It just wouldn't start. But the solenoid at the starter is still transferring power
and dealing with the heat problems. If the contact plate in the solenoid at the starter is worn it
will still have starting issues. I can see one problem with this setup which is why I wanted to try
it before posting it. The solenoid on the starter doesn't send power to the starter motor until the
bendix drive is fully out and engaged in the flywheel. With the motor starting at the same time
as the solenoid pushing the bendix drive out it may just grind instead of engaging. I will have to
get with some of my electronic friends about a half second delay to engage the ford solenoid
then it should work. Ok, today's update, Pulled the battery and took it to auto parts store to be
tested, of course the tester said the battery was fine. Got home and decided to pull the starter!!
Got filter off, starter unbolted easily, went to remove thick battery cable from starter solenoid

and problems began, the inside nut was turning with the outer one. Decided to remove the
solenoid to give myself more access to the solenoid, removed the solenoid from the starter,
spring fell out got that safe and on the side. Still couldn't get that nut off so the stud with the
wire coming out of the solenoid was nice and shiny under the rubber boot so I removed that nut
and than had enough slack in the battery cable to pull the solenoid outside the inner fender,
finally was able to get the other nut off, so the solenoid joined with the spring on the side and
out of the way. Took starter and solenoid into my shed and cleaned everything, reassembled
solenoid to starter, started to drive to auto parts store to have starter tested and was thinking
something was missing from inside the solenoid, turned around so I could check the FSM, sure
enough the part that engages the lever that moves the bendix out was missing!! So now I guess
on Saturday I'll get pissed off again and put it back in, going to run a new piece of 4 gauge
maybe 2 gauge wire from the battery to the starter using a Street wires battery terminal I have
lying around,. Sounded like a fun day! It could have been a bad connection between the cable
and solenoid. Now that you have the stud tightened down you should be able to get the cable
properly tightened on it and your problem might be gone. Apparently she just wanted to spend
some time with you. I guess she figured I didn't have enough cuts on my hands!! LOL, Hopefully
starter will be able to slip between inner fender and exhaust manifold, right now I'm willing to
pull the fender out just to get it thru that space! Find out Saturday, going to pick up a new
length of Audio power cable to run between the battery terminal and the solenoid. If so, have
you tried putting it in from the front under the PS pump? I tried to get the starter out thru the
front near the center link but it was getting hung up on something, maybe the tranny lines, so I
ended up taking it out between the exhaust manifold and the inner fender. Going to try Saturday
to get it back in the same way. I know when I did it on my 87 hardbody which the body sits
higher than the PF and it had a 3" bodylift which made things easier , I had to after unbolting the
starter, flip it over so the gear end was facing forward than I was able to get the starter out. A lot
less room in the stock PF. Got 3 cuts on my hands and arm from removing it I expect more
re-installing it!! Just thought I would throw that out there, the AT lines are in the way but if you
undo the brackets they move a bit and the starter rotates past and into position. There is a write
up on it but I don't know how to link such things. You need to be a member in order to leave a
comment. Sign up for a new account in our community. It's easy! Already have an account?
Sign in here. Prev 1 2 Next Page 1 of 2. Recommended Posts. Posted October 1, edited. Thanks
Edited October 10, by ahardb0dy. Share this post Link to post Share on other sites. Posted
October 1, Just wondering what makes you think it is the solenoid that is the problem? Edited
October 1, by ahardb0dy. Would the slow cranking be an indication the starter is going bad??
Posted October 2, The oil filter doesn;t need to be removed but it does make things a lot easier.
Posted October 2, edited. Edited October 2, by ahardb0dy. Guess it's another one of those
never ending discussions. Posted October 3, That is my understanding. So now I'm telling the
guy in the store "you know when I put this back in it won't work right? Guess cleaning
everything helped!! Posted October 4, Posted October 5, edited. Edited October 5, by OlBlue.
Posted October 6, Create an account or sign in to comment You need to be a member in order
to leave a comment Create an account Sign up for a new account in our community. Register a
new account. Sign in Already have an account? Sign In Now. Go To Topic Listing. Sign In Sign
Up. The ECM, or electronic control module , is the computer responsible for controlling all of
the engine management functions. It is the central control unit of most vehicles and controls a
variety of functions, such as electrical system power distribution, emissions, ignition, and fuel
systems. It is a very important, if not the most important component of a modern engine
management system, and just the same as any other important electrical component it is
powered through a relay. If the relay fails, or has any issues , it can cause the vehicle to have all
sorts of problems, and may even render it undriveable. Usually a problem with the ECM power
relay will produce a few symptoms that can alert the driver of a problem that should be
serviced. One of the first symptoms of a problem with the ECM power relay is no power when
the key is inserted. If the ECM power relay fails it can cut off power to the entire vehicle. A failed
relay will disable the dash lights and warning chimes that normally come on when the key is
inserted into the ignition, and will probably be unable to start or turn over the vehicle. Another
common symptom of a problem with the ECM power relay is an engine that will not start or turn
over. The fuel and ignition systems, as well as several other engine management functions, of
many vehicles are controlled by the ECM. A bad relay may cause the vehicle to crank, but not
start , or sometimes not even crank at all. A failed ECM power relay can also cause a battery
drain or dead battery. If the relay shorts it can leave power on to the computer, even when the
vehicle is turned off. This will place a parasitic drain on the battery, which will eventually cause
it to go dead. Without it the entire engine management system will be disabled and the vehicle
will not run. For this reason, if you suspect that your ECM power relay may be having an issue,

have the vehicle inspected by a professional technician, such as one from YourMechanic, to
determine if the relay should be replaced. The most popular service booked by readers of this
article is Vehicle Engine Electrical Inspection. Our certified mobile mechanics perform over
services, including diagnostics, brakes, oil changes, scheduled mileage maintenances, and will
come to you with all necessary parts and tools. Our certified mobile mechanics make house
calls in over 2, U. Fast, free online quotes for your car repair. Vehicle Engine Electrical
Inspection Cost. Service Location. No power when the key is inserted One of the first symptoms
of a problem with the ECM power relay is no power when the key is inserted. Engine will not
start Another common symptom of a problem with the ECM power relay is an engine that will
not start or turn over. Battery drain or dead battery A failed ECM power relay can also cause a
battery drain or dead battery. Home Articles. The statements expressed above are only for
informational purposes and should be independently verified. Please see our terms of service
for more details. Excellent Auto Repair Ratings. YourMechanic Auto Repair. Related Articles.
Recent Vehicle Engine Electrical Inspection reviews. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Chris
22 years of experience. Request Chris. Chris arrived early and had our problem solved in a
short time. Great service!! Michael 27 years of experience. Request Michael. Victor 35 years of
experience. Request Victor. Ronnie 30 years of experience. Request Ronnie. He did a great job
with my car and fixed some issues I couldn't figure out for awhile now! Need Help With Your
Car? Related articles. Symptoms of a Bad or Failing Blower Motor Relay If the blower motor doe
fuse box cost
2000 ford windstar window motor
motor auto repair manuals
s not function, car fuses are blown, or relays are melting, you may have to replace the car
blower motor relay. Read more. How To Fix Common Electric Window Issues Sometimes,
Sometimes, your car needs fixes that are more about convenience than anything else, and this
is true in the case of a broken component in a window. If your window is stuck down, you can
sometimes help it up The wheels may lock up if the ABS fuse is bad. Related questions Engine
not getting gas properly. Hi, this is a common mistake people make when putting a fuel pump
on. They forget to change the fuel filter. A clogged fuel filter may be what caused the pump to
go bad. I would have a technician such Brand new battery but my car won't start. Check for
problem codes that might You may need to have the relay box checked to see if you have
corrosion in the connections. Browse other content. Schedule your Vehicle Engine Electrical
Inspection today! Vehicle Engine Electrical Inspection Price. How can we help? Read FAQ.

